How it began
A global lighting manufacturer approached LUX interactive with a problem. They needed an application
that functioned in a way that was specific to global
manufacturing, simple to use, and highly effective at
enhancing their Environmental, Health, Safety and
Sustainability program in every aspect; from incident
reporting to environmental output, and everything
else in between.

Where ESG & EHS&S
Come Together…
Global Management
Ability to collect, analyze, and
manage data globally.
Intelligent Analysis
Incidents, Metrics, and
Predictive Modeling/Leading
Indicators.
Environmental Impact
Compare targets for emissions,
energy, water, and waste by
specific location or global view.

Sustainability
Move your organization
beyond compliance.

Universal Perspective
Consolidation of data into a
singular view.
Workplace Safety
Proactive practices, corrective

Multi-angle, accurate, and clear visibility into your EHS&S program
LyfeCycle is a compliance software system built through a collaborative process between global manufacturers and a
software development company. It is specific to global manufacturing, simple to use, and highly effective at enhancing
Environmental, Health, Safety and Sustainability programs in every aspect; from incident reporting to environmental
output, and everything else in between.

The Strategy
The uniqueness of this custom-built application
led to a ripple effect with multiple globally based
organizations attracting to what was built, and how
it would enhance their EHS&S programs too. With
other organizations utilizing LyfeCycle and contributing to the first-hand perspective and input, lead
to a greater understanding of top EHS&S directives
straight from the organizations themselves.
The Development Team
LyfeCycle was built on a rich foundation of expert
talent at LUX interactive. LUX is a first-in-class
Software Company that has been servicing clients in
a strategic and custom way for the past two and half
decades. From large clientele such as Spirit Airlines
and Red Roof Inn to local Associations like the
Michigan CPA’s and Michigan Realtors; LyfeCycle
is founded on a strong and credible reputation in
creating superior solutions industry-wide.

Interested in Speaking?
248-830-7290
www.LyfeCycle.net

